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1. LITAMIL-9 (IN 6963) HAS NOTHING ADDITIONAL TO OFFER BEYOND ACCOUNT OF MEXI 7115/EXCEPT THAT SILVIA SAID AT THAT TIME THAT SHE WAS PERFECTLY WILLING TO TRAVEL TO U.S. TO CONFRONT OSWALD IF NEEDED. L-9 DID NOT TALK TO SILVIA ABOUT OSWALD VISIT, MERELY STOOD AROUND WITH OTHER STAFF MEMBERS WHILE SILVIA RECOUNTED ARREST, INTERROGATION, RELEASE. SILVIA DID NOT MENTION ANY DETAILS OF HER ENCOUNTER WITH OSWALD.

2. L-9 REPORTED ON 27 DEC THAT SILVIA HAS NOT RETURNED TO WORK SINCE RELEASE FROM SECOND ARREST. HER HUSBAND WAS ANGRY OVER FOMIN ROA NOTE WHICH MADE CAUSE CELEBRE OF AFFAIR, TOLD PBRUNEN EMBASSY OFFICIAL THAT ROA NOTE INACCURATE IN CLAIMING SILVIA MISTREATED BY MEXICAN POLICE.

SECRET

C/S Comment: *Present plan in passing info. to Warren Commission is to eliminate mention of telephone tape, in order to protect continuing ops. Requested MEXI question LITAMIL-9(2) to just what Silvia Duran and other officials said about Oswald's visits and his dealings.

**LITAMIL-7(2) reported 27 November Silvia back in office 27 Nov. and seemed quite pleased with her performance, and that her account of the interrogation contained little new except police had threatened her with extradition to U.S. to face Oswald.